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Election ends with Bush victorious
The Associated Press
Vice President George Bush
defeated Michael Dukakis on
Tuesday to extend Republican
rule of the White House. It was a
split-decision election that left
Democrats in firm control of
both houses of Congress.
Bush becomes 41st president
of the United States in a January
inauguration. He moved into a
commanding lead in Ohio Tuesday night, enabling him to claim
Ohio's 23 electoral votes and
seal his presidential victory
over Democrat Michael Dukakis
of Massachusetts.
With 37 percent of the vote in,
the Republican vice president
had amassed 921,861 votes, or 57
percent, to 684,731, or 43 percent,
for Dukakis.
"Obviously, it feels good," the
president-elect said as he
received the nation's verdict in
Houston. Asked when he would
get down to the work of forming
a government, he replied, "Tomorrow."
Bush planned a morning news

conference for today and then a
triumphant return to Washington. He received a late-night call
of congratulations from President Reagan, as did vice president-elect Dan Quayle of Indiana.
Republican Senate Leader
Bob Dole, assuming a Bush
triumph but Democratic seizure
of Congress,1 said it was "probably correct' that there wouldn't
be a mandate to go along with it.
Dole also said he hadn't changed
his mind that Bush could have
found a better running mate, although he said Quayle would
make a good vice president.
Bush, who first ran for the
White House a decade ago and
lost in the 1980 primaries to
Reagan, awaited the nation's
decision in Houston. He said "no
predictions," as he voted earlier
in the day and described the
election as "a referendum on a
philosophy, a way of life."
Dukakis campaigned even as
the vote totals mounted. "It's a
fight to the finish, a cliff-

hanger," he said. "It reminds
me of 1960," when John F. Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon battled down to the finish, Dukakis
said before concluding a final
round of interviews fedby satellite to Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Missouri and Wisconsin.
Running mate Lloyd Bentsen
said on ABC that Republicans
"did a job on Michael Dukakis
with the negative ads....And
they distorted his record, to a
remarkable degree." Bentsen
rode his statewide popularity to
a fourth term Tuesday even as
his state voted overwhelmingly
for the Republican presidential
ticket. He defeated GOP Rep.
Beau Boulter, who had comfilained about the law that alo wed the incumbent to seek reelection while running for vice
president.
Democrats expected to renew
working majorities in both the
House and Senate that will comKrise the 101st Congress. The
vo parties vied for gains in 12
gubernatorial contests, races

that held significance for a nationwide redistricting that takes
place after the 1990 census.
There were 33 Senate seats on
the ballot, 18 held by Democrats
and 15 by Republicans, and a full
complement of House races.
Democrats held a 54-46 edge in
the old Senate and an overwhelming 255-177 advantage in
the old House, with three vacant
seats.
Ohio Senate President Paul
Gillmor on Tuesday won a hotly
contested race for the 5th District congressional seat, while 10
Democrats and nine Republicans won re-election to Congress
in early voting returns.
In the 5th District, Gillmor, a
Republican from Port Clinton,
was leading Thomas Murray, a
Democrat from Sandusky, by a
wide margin with 69 percent of
the vote counted by the News
Election Service. Gillmor had
74,936 votes, or 60 percent, to

Murray's 50,782, or 40 percent.
Gillmor late Tuesday night reflected on Murray's campaign.
"I think two things will probably be remembered by Tom
Murray's campaign. I think
clearly he has spent more
money in the history of Ohio to
try to get elected to Congress.
He also ran the most negative
campaign we've ever had in the
history of this district," he said.
"In a way, the result is kind of
comforting to the Democratic
system," Gillmor said. "You
have a guy that spent more
money, who ran a very negative
campaign and, basically, the
people just totally rejected that
kind of campaign and that kind
of candidate."
Murray said he enjoyed the
contest and indicated he had no
regrets.
"We did everything we could
do and I'm not going to second

Bush
guess myself on anything. I will
sleep very well tonight and I'm
rearing to go tomorrow. I have a
full menu in the law practice,"
he said.
The two were seeking the seat
which had been held since 1957
by Republican Delbert Latta of
Bowling Green, who is retiring.

GOP controls county
by Judy Immel and Barbara
Weadock
Keeping with Wood County
tradition, Republican candidates swept all but one local office in Tuesday's election.
The positions going to Republicans in contestea races included U.S. representative,
state senator, state representative, both county commissioner
seats, prosecuting attorney and
county coroner.
However, Republican Robert
Losey, Wood County juvenile detention director, lost the hotly
contested race for Wood County
sheriff to Matthew Brichta.
"I'm glad it's over," Losey
said.
"I plan now to keep working at

the juvenile detention center
and will work with Brichta," he
said. "There has been a division
in law enforcement as people
have sided with a candidate, but
now we can get back to what
we're supposed to be doing —
fighting crime."
The lone winning Democrat,
Brichta said the first things he
will do in office will be look at
personnel and the areas of parole and drug enforcement.
Brichta said he would interact
with Losey to make the office
cohesive in covering county law
enforcement.
Celebrating a victory was 2nd
District State Senator-elect Betty Montgomery. The Republican candidate and county prosecutor defeated Democrat Alvin
Perkins, county commissioner.

Decision 88
HOW WOOD COUNTY VOTED
NATIONAL BALLOTING

DEMOCRATS

REPUBLICANS

Presideit of the
United States

Michael Dukakis
18,387

■George Bush
25,888

STATE BALLOTING
U.S. Senator

'Howard Mebenbaum
24,003

George Voinovich
20,594

REGIONAL AND COUNTY
BALLOTING
U.S. House of
Representatives

Tom Murray
12,306

•Paul Gillmor
22,343

House of Representatives
9th District

•MarcyKaptur
7,011

Al Hawkins
1,832

Sheriff

•Matthew Brichta
24,747

Robert Losey
18,530

Coroner

Albert Smith
15,381

•Douglas Hess
26,333

Prosecuting Attorney

Michaelle Crowley
17,643

•AlanMayberry
24,037

County Commissioner

James Davidson
17,018

•Marilyn Baker
24,515

County Commissioner

Frederick Geb
19,977

•Leonard Stevens
21,278

State Senator

Alvin Perkins
18,335

'Betty Montgomery
25,994

State Representative

William Fischer
12,645

•Randall Gardner
30,272

All vote totals an as of midnight. A star (') denotes winner.

Wednesday
Today will be partly cloudy with the
high temperature between 55 and 60 degrees. There will be
occasional rain tonight, the low will be
between 40 and 45
degrees. The chance
of rain Is 80 percent.
There Is a nearly 100
percent chance of
rain tomorrow; the
high temperature will
be between 50 and 56 degrees.

"The past nine months have
been a very nerve-racking
time," Montgomery said. "But 1
have also learned a great deal
and I'm eternally grateful for all
the support — especially from
the BGSU students who have
volunteered."
Montgomery said she campaigned especially hard in Wood
and Lucas counties, where a
high name recognition and her
gender helped her to win.
"As the prosecutor, I've tried
some major cases, which gives
me a higher profile than
someone in the legislature. Also,
I think there is a great advantage to being a woman because
even if people don't remember
G See Republican sweep, page 4.

Tests show
swimmers
are healthy
by Mike Drabcnstott
sports reporter
Both Cooper and Andrews
pools in the Student Recreation
Center will re-open Wednesday
at 7 a.m. after medical tests
proved hair damage to swimmers was a result of extensive
exposure to the chlorinated
water.
According to Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of the Student
Health Center, the tests on two
University swimmers showed
"no evidence of any toxic damage to the students'hair."
Kaplan said the swimmers'
hair was healthy and that the
hair damage and discoloration
experienced by the swimmers
was expected considering their
extensive exposure to the
water." The medical tests, performed by dermatologists at the
Medical College of Ohio in
Toledo, were advised by Kaplan
when extensive testing on the
pools and their surrounding environment produced no abnormal findings.
Rec center officials closed the
Eol last Thursday after memrs of Bowling Green's varsity
□ See Pool, page 5.

BG News/John Grleshop
A Bowling Green police officer consoled Karen Winters after the pickup truck in which she was a passenger was hit by a train at the Clough Street interchange early Tuesday evening. Winters was waiting for her
husband to finish his shift at Advanced Specialty Products, Inc., when the Chevy pickup was hit at about
5:30, according to employee Gene Kujawa.

Dems vow comeback
bv Scott R. Whitehead and
Deborah Gottschalk
Although the moods differed
slightly at both the Democrat
and Republican campaign parties, both celebrated victories,
mourned defeats and planned
for the future.
At the Republican campaign
party, attention centered around
the chalkboard where precinct
results were reported, a television announcing national winners, and the local candidates
gathered in the room.
The lounge in the Ice Arena,
the location for the party which
was sponsored by the Wood
County Republican Women, held
a crowd of more than 300 GOP
members.
Bobbie Reid-Comer, a campaign worker for Alan
Mayberry, county prosecuterp elect, said it was fun to watch
the results with a bunch of people.
After working closely with the
campaign, waiting for the results was "like watching a kid
playing football on the team,"
she said.
Bill Frank, a Columbus resi-

dent, drove to Bowling Green to crowd from the hall.
With the defeat of Massachus"share the night" with
etts Gov. Michael Dukakis, the
Mayberry.
Frank said his enthusiasm Democrats were left to specustemmed from the fact that late on what could have been if
Columbus is the seat of state Dukakis had made his "Novemgovernment and Mayberry is his ber surprise" a reality.
James Vanzant, president of
best friend from law school.
Frank's girlfriend, Pamela the University Campus DemoPresley, a westerville resident, crats, said he presumed George
was also anxious about learning Bush had won the election but
said "I have no regrets at all.
the election results.
"I've put this much work into
Holding a wallet-sized picture
of herself with George Bush, she campaigns before, and I put my
said,' 'I know them (the Bushes) work into something I truly bepersonally and worked very lieved in," he said.
Vanzant predicted conflict beclose with the (presidential)
campaign. That makes it more tween Bush and the Democratic
Congress.
exciting."
"We're going to see a definite
For six years Presley worked
with Gorden Zacks, co- attempt to continue what Reachairman of the finance com- gan started and a Congress that
mittee for George Bush and one will say 'no,'" he said.
Among the Democrats, there
of President Reagan's advisers.
The election enthusiam car- were varying opinions as to why
ried on by the Republicans also Dukakis lost his bid for the
spilled over to the Democratic White House.
Andrea Blaha, a University
campaign party. At the American Legionhall last night, where S>litical science professor, said
ush wen the election by twistthe Democrats were gathered,
about one dozen Bush support- ing the issues.
'I think what happened was
ers showed up to taunt them by
that he tried to fluff off issues
waving Bush/Quayle signs and
that he didn't think were ischanting "Bush, Bush, Bush."
City police, who were in the sues," Blaha said.
area at the time, dispersed the
Q See Campaigns, page 5.

News in Brief

r

Progrom benefittmg

Eight years ago the Bowling Green Undergraduate Alumni Association started a program called,
"The Extern Experience." That program is continuing today at the University.
By matching University students with alumni
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opportunity to get experience in their field of
study," Extern Experience coordinator Belinda
Stitsald.
The program is offered to sophomores, juniors

and seniors. To date only 18 students and 33 alumni
graduates have applied for enrollment in the program.
According to the president of the Undergraduate
Alumni Association, Carla Mathes, "the program
seems to be working very well for the students who
are currently involved, they are learning a lot and
having fun at the same time."
Students interested in the "Extern Experience
Program" can contact Stit at 372-3071, or call the
Alumni Office.
by-Kristi Watt
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Elections should
be more civilized
Well... it's finally over! Election '88 is history!
And after all of the dust settled and the
mudslinging stopped, George Bush emerged the
^Botli Bush and Michael Dukakis probably feel as
if they gave birth to 15-pound babies as the pressure
of the long campaign is finally off them.
But the babies have certainly gotten dirty with
Few people will argue this was one of the dirtiest
presidential campaigns in history. Bush poked fun
at Dukakis' tank; Dukakis suggested Bush was a
racist: and Dukakis' running mate &n. Lloyd
Bentsen appeared on stage with a caged quad, an
obvious allusion to Bush's vice president.
It had its interesting moments, but what did it
Drove?
. ,
Neither candidate showed a strong opinion on
anything — well, anything but how bad this opposition was. And the is no doubt this lack of substance was a discredit to the voters and the whole
democratic process.
*.«_«.•
The question, however, is who is really to blame?
It is easy to crucify the candidates, but perhaps
there are others who should be held accountable for
the job this election became.
The campaign process should be examined.
After all, with 12 months to shine in the spotlight,
how long can the candidates focus on the issue? The
few stances they were willing to take could hardly
hold the voters' interest for a year — but the potshots could.
....
t
The media also deserves a nice big piece of
"humble pie."
„
. . ,
A primary duty of the media may be to keep an
eye on elected officials for the voters, but this desire to find the candidates' hidden wrongdoings
helps give life to the half-baked claims the candidates make against one another.
So does this leave the voters as innocent victims.'
Victims, yes —innocent.no.
The voters, via the Nielsen ratings for TV news
programs, reward the media for reporting the
nasty comments, and allow themsleves to be influenced by negative ads by both candidates.
These emotional appeals may be OK to selling
cars, but this is no way to pick a president. Still, the
voters eat it up, and can anyone blame the candidates for doing what works?
America needs to put a stop to the farce the election process has become.
First, the selection process should be shortened.
If candidates didn't have the itme to manipulate
voters' emotions, they would be more inclined to
focus on the issues.
The media also needs to take responsibility for its
actions and avoid reporting the candidates hollow
character attacks.
Perhaps the government should look into controlling the nature of campaign ads. If the ads were
controlled like debates, and the candidates could
onlv run ads discussing their stands on the issues,
maybe they would be forced to tell the public what
they really believe.
But most of all, the voters must disregard negative campaigning. If the voters turn their backs on
candidates who continually bash their opponents
the tactic will not be used.
And we may be on our way to obtaining this goal.
Near the end of the campaign, voters spoke out in
the polls and said they were fired of mudslinging.
Let's hope these voices were heard. Perhaps
Election '88 will be remembered as the last of the
dirty campaigns.
Tne BG News is published daily Tuesday through Friday during the academic yee/ and
weekly during me summer season by me Board ol Student Publications ol Bowing Green
Stale University
Opinions ewxeseed by columnists do not necessarily retted the opnons ol me BG

LETTERS
Fasting will not
help the homeless
I would like to express my disappointment in the individuals
who wrote the large personal ad
(of Nov. 8) and their ideas of
dealing with the homeless. Self
deprivation and sadism will not
achieve the needed goal of helping the homeless. It is a nobel
idea, and I acknowledge these
individuals courage.
Yet I must express my extreme dislike for their tactics.
Fasting for 48 days will help no
one. It merely causes discomfort for the individual. Why don't
these people focus their energies
on informing the public of the
problem? Why don't they petition or lobby the federal
government for legislation? Instead of making themselves
weak through starvation, why
don't they use their strength to
volunteer?
I realize the homeless problem is increasing, and action
must be taken. I merely hope
mat these brave individuals will
take action against the bureaucracy, and not against themselves.
Beth Lakes
308 Mac West

Writers: outsiders
looking inside

much a racist. Vincent Harding
Suits out in his book, There is a
vera statement made by Lincoln during the 1858 debate with
Stephen Douglas:
...and I win say in addition to
this that there is a physical difference between the white and
the black races which I believe
will forever forbid the two races
living together on terms of
social and political equality.
And insomuch as they cannot so
live, while they do remain
together there must be the position of superior and inferior, and
I as much as any other man am
in favor of having the superior
position assigned to the white
race.
Throughout the article isolated blacks are used to substantiate the argument that blacks
should vote Republican. The
persons are described in an
opinionated manner with little
evidence for such a description.
Perhaps, the outsiders have no
idea of what these persons are
like.
,
„
After a number of readings, I
found the article to be offensive
and based on ignorance. It used
a form of tokenism in printed
form which indicates cultural,
historical and political condescension. When outsiders try to
convice insiders to vote Republican, they should consider opposing arguments for insiders.
BensonPrigg
English department

Black Like Me is a novel written by a white man about a white
male protagonist conducting a
race experiment. It was an attempt by the protagonist to experience what it was like to be
black in white America. The exKeriment was a success socially,
ut not culturally or psychologically. Like the protagonist in the
movie Soul Man, the protagonist
in this narrative could alwavs
return to his whiteness. He did
not and could not experience the
entirely of the plight of a people
who were not his own just as
Edwards and Schreffler do not
and cannot.
Edwards and Schreffler's article "Blacks find life in the
party of Lincoln" is based on the
premise that the opinion of a few
blacks, who may be marginal to
their culture, represents that of
all blacks, or at least it should. It
is one thing when a member of a
given culture argues on such a
premise but for an outsider to do
so, in an attempt to persuade the
insiders to accept a given position, it is culturally disrespectful
and irritating. One wonders if
these outsiders are using tokenism as a rhetorical technique to
substantiate a broader argument that is weak or is weakenThe title of the article is
offensive and indicates a degree
of cultural, historical, and political ignorance. Evidence
reveals that Lincoln supported
the institution of slavery, he had
some of his own; the purpose of
the emancipation was get more
"man"power to win the civil
war, which was a war about
economics. Lincoln was very

BLOOM COUNTY

cumulative actions of the librarian that he possessed absolutely
no social lite besides his work.
He seems like the type of person
who would spend his Saturday
evening watching "Alf," — definitely not a social butterfly.
All in all this shadow of a man
expressed the true personality
of the library. If libraries were
portrayed in modern dreams,
this man would play the title
role.
KarynAndruz
Batchelder402

Student observes
librarian's aura
Upon mentioning the word
"library," most people's faces
cringe at the thought of that
large, entombed building where
most of the "geeks" hang out.
The sound of nothing but pages
turning, pens rapidly running
across paper and an occasional
grunt of frustration are bound to
drive any "normal" person
mad.
Similarly, the persons who are
employed by this study shrine
must also enjoy and indulge in
such characteristics mentioned
above. One such male employee
seemed to fit these job qualifications. This man's overall aura
radiated the true presence of the
library. It was as though his feet
were rooted in the floors and his
body protruded into these sanctions walls. His appearance,
voice, dress and general attitude
tangibly depicts the library's
pretentious air.
Upon entering the library, I
had to make a double take to see
if my eyes were deceiving me.
Huddled behind a seemingly
large reference desk sat an old
man probably in his mid-60s.
In a profession such as this,
glasses are a must. Especially
the thick kind that make you
scared to look straight at the
person for fear of becoming
nauseous. Looking at thousands
of books and reading such small
print must take its toll on one's
eyesight.
It seems apparent from the

Wottle: a tactor in
BGSU prominence
It's always pleasing to me
when attention and accolades
are given to one of BGSU's most
world-known athletic alumni,
David Wottle (1973).
Jeff Batdorf's article "Athletic alumnus winning as dean" in
the Nov. 3 issue of the BG News
was excellent however he erroneously reported that Dave
"entered competition at the University during his junior year."
For the record, Dave and his
father were invited and visited
BGSU twice prior to his matriculation to campus in September, 1968 with a two-third's
grant-in-aid from the track and
cross country program.
Dave competed as a BGSU
freshman, qualified and competed in the NCAA mile run in
1969. As a sophomore, he was the
number two man (behind
BGSU's current coach, Sid Sink)
on the team which won the MAC
Cross Country Championships
and was ninth in the NCAA team
championships for 1969. Dave
also was a sub-four- minute
miler and a two-time AilAmerican in the NCAA's mile
runs (indoors and outdoors).
It is my belief that the BG
News readers deserve to know
that Dave Wottle was not a walkon at BGSU. He trained properly, developed tremendously with
much success and was a major
factor in the BGSU prominence
in the Mid-American Conference, NCAA and nationally
ranked and acclaimed track and
cross country programs during
the late '60s through the mid-'70s
era.
Mel Brodt
Retired track and cross country coach (1960-84)

Critic missed the
mark on Jesus tilm
We're writing in response to
Craig Wagner's review of the
movie, "The Last Temptation of
Christ'' in Friday Magazine. It
seemed, to us, that he missed
the real reason many Christians
protest the depiction of Jesus
Christ in the film. He believes
that the critics of the film are
basically afraid that the movie's
unscriptural portrayal of Christ
will somehow damage their
faith. But, instead, we, as Chris-

by Berke Breathed
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tians, feel that the movie promotes a false picture of Christ to
people who have not decided
who Christ really is. The major
flaw in the movie is not that it
shows Christ as human and as
having been tempted but,
rather, that it shows Him as
having sinned.
For instance, in one quote
from the script Jesus tells
Judas, "I disobey the commandments." In another quote
Jesus says: "I've done a lot of
wrong things. I'm going to the
desert to be cleansed ... Forgive
me."
The Bible claims that Jesus
was tempted in every respect,
but that He never sinned. Sadly,
"The Last Temptation of
Christ" shows Christ failing in
His most glorious victory: overcoming sin.
From the scriptural point of
view, the world's main problem
is sin. Our sins separate us from
God and make us worthy of Hell.
God's solution to this problem
was sending His innocent Son,
Jesus, to die on the cross and
pay the penalty for our sins. Because of Christ's death and resurrection, God can now offer us
eternal lie as a free gift. Instead, He would have been part
of the problem. Without a solution, we have no hope of going to
Heaven or having a fulfilling relationship with God.
Wagner also claims that
"There are plenty of other movies out there right now for
Christians to get more upset
about than this one — movies
which fall into the category of
pure trash." Perhaps, many
movies out there do fall into this
category, but none of them seem
to attack the solution to the problem of sin in this world to the extreme that the "Last Temptation of Christ" does. Therefore, we feel that Christians
have cause to be dismayed at a
movie like this.
Mike Hay
230 Kohl
AynMeck
9 Mac North

"5flT

77ie BG News editorial
page is your campus
forum.
The editorial page regularly features columnists
who write on a variety of
topics, from serious political issues to humorous
anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a
journalism major or even
a student to write a column. The News encourages and welcomes any
and all guest columnists.
Additional opinions may
be expressed in letters to
the editor.
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus
mailbox number along
with your telephone number for varification, must
be included.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and double-spaced. University students writing
columns must provide
class rank, major and
hometown.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.

Local
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City tax increase defeated
by Linda Hoy and Rebecca

Thomas
Bowling Green voters
defeated a proposed temporary
increase in the current 1.5 percent Bowling Green city income
tax and approved a four-mill
gierating levy for the Bowling
reen school district in yesterday's election.
The proposed tax increase
was defeated, 5,765 to 3,256;
however, Mayor Edwin Miller
said although voters did not approve the temporary two-year
increase of .375 percent, the city
does need to find ways to obtain
additional revenue.
"We were not crying wolf to
the voters," Miller said. "We
have been saving all fall that we
do not have the money to continue the way we are."
At this point, Miller said he
will continue his internal review

program, which is scheduled for
completion by the end of 1989.
The program is a review of all
the city functions and the number of people serving in the offices, Miller said.
"We are going to take steps to
make the city healthy and we're
Eoing to do it in a public way,"
e said, extending invitations
for city residents to make appointments with him to discuss
concerns about the tax issue.
Jeff Gordon, Ward 2 councilman, said he did not think it
would affect city residents to
any significant degree, but services provided by the city for
free, such as garbage collection,
might be cut or have a charge
applied to them, he said.
Tom Anderson, councilmanat-large, said the city may have
to figure out how to adjust the
payment on some services and
sibly charge for some of
Although Bowling Green resi-

dents voted against raising city
income tax, they supported the
school levy, 6,492 to 5,151.
"We're extremely happy that
the people would come out that
strong in support of this (levy),"
Bowling Green City Schools
Superintendent Richard Cummings said. "It's a very good
margin and we're very pleased
with that. Taxes are never a
pleasant thing to have to support."
Cummings said the levy will
help support staff additions to
Crim and Conneaut Elementary
Schools and the high school,
which were necessitated by
growing enrollment.
The high school addition will
help house ninth graders who
will be moving from the junior
high, he said.
He said the levy will also pay
for normal operation of the district, providing for equipment,
supplies and utilities.

If the levy had failed, "major
economizing" would have been
necessary and programs would
have been cut, he said.
Marlene Purdy, Bowling
Green Board of Education
president, "I'm relieved and
pleased that the people of Bowling Green have once again spoken out in favor of kids.
"It's really exciting to know
that the people are so supportive
of education," Purdy said.
The levy's passage will help
keep the district money consistent with the rate of inflation,
Purdy said.
Although the city tax levy
failed, Anderson said he was
pleased that the school levy
passed.
"My understanding is they
needed the money. If they say
they need it, they do," Anderson
said. "I think it's good news."

Campus vote overestimated
by Kathy Fox
staff reporter

Although there were 1,200 on-campus students casting their ballots yesterday on
campus, the turnout fell short of expectations.
According to Allen Baldwin, chair of the
Wood County Democrats, the anticipated
student turnout was between 1,500 and 2,000.
"(The amount of) registrants is dramatically down and one time we had an election
where no one showed up - no one voted,"
Baldwin said.

He said the expectations might have been
out of proportion because the list of re8isterea voters on campus maintained by
le county had not been accurately updated.
He said as many as 2,000 of the 3,700 students on the registration list may now live
off campus or no longer attend the University and would now vote elsewhere, Baldwin
said.
"After this election they will get purged
out (of the registration listing). Some students don't live here any more but it is required under Ohio law to carry them," he
said.

As of noon yesterday, Baldwin said only
230 students had cast their ballots at the only
on-campus polling center, the Northeast
Commons.
He said one factor that might have resulted in a slow morning turnout is that most
students vote between afternoon classes. He
also said he believes some registered students did not vote.
Ed Weber, senior political science major
and volunteer polling official, said he believes most college students are not aware of
the issues facing the nation, resulting in a
smaller voter turnout.
G See Students, page 4.
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Student uninjured
in attack Monday
When the car drove off, the
man ran toward Manville
Avenue, police said.

by Beth Church
copy editor
A University student was
assaulted Monday night in the
500 block of Clough Street but
suffered no injuries from the
incident, according to police.
An unidentified man reportedly attempted to strangle the woman and pull up
her sweater but was interrupted by a passing car, police
said.
According to the woman,
who was walking home from
Uptown/Downtown bar at
11:30 p.m., she noticed a man
in an alley on the east side of
Campus Manor Apartments.
She told police the man crossed Clougn Street, coming up
to her from behind.
The man allegedly knocked
her down, attempted to
tighten her scarf around her
neck, forced her on her back
and tried to pull up her
sweater, she said.
During the struggle, a
group of people in a car drove
by, stopping to ask if anything
was wrong and the man answered, saying, "I'm just
having a fight with my girlfriend," according to police
reports.

The woman described the
suspect as a white male between 16 and 21 years old, 5
feet 10 inches tall, 160 pounds,
wearing a dark-colored baseball cap with lettering, a
black waist-length jacket
with buckles on the sleeves,
dark blue jeans and a dark
crew neck sweater or sweatshirt.
The woman said she could
also smell the strong odor of
cologne the man was wearCapt. Thomas Votova, assistant chief of police, said
detectives are continuing to
investigate the incident and
attempting to locate the peoile in the car that drove by
ie assault.

e

"We would hope they would
come forward to help us identify the suspect," he said.
The woman said she did not
believe the man followed her
from the bar because she did
not recall seeing anyone there
resembling the suspect.
An officer drove the woman
around the area following the
incident, but no one was found
matching the suspect's description.
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF ETHNIC STUDIES
Presents
THE FIFTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
ETHNIC STUDIES: CROSSROADS TO THE 21ST CENTURY
"WOMEN OF COLOR: ISSUES OF GENDER,
ETHNICITY AND CLASS"
November 10-11,1988
McFall Center - Assembly Room
KEYNOTE ADDRESS
DISTINGUISHED PRESENTERS
RAN A BASU. Attorney
Washington, D.C.

Thursday, November 10, 1988
Plenary Session and Symposium
"Ideologies of Feminism:
Mythologies and Realities"

SHIRLEY SAGAWA. Counsel
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DYMPNA CALLAGHAN - MESSER ELIZABETH SALAS
Bowling Green State University
RUTH HILL
Radcliff College

Friday, November 11,1988
Plenary Session and Symposium
"The Invisible Woman in the Feminist
Movement: The Marginality of Color"

University of Washington, Seattle
LUCI TAPAHONSO
University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque

MARY ROMERO
Yale University

SAU-LING WONG
University of California, Berkeley

DAILY SESSIONS 9:30 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
JOHNNETTA B. COLE
President, Spelman College
Atlanta, Georgia
November 10, 1988
8:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom - University Union
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Kent victim seeks awareness
Canfora also founded the Kent May 4 Foundation, of which he is
executive director, to earn money for the memorial.
In addition to having made presentations at 100 colleges and universities across the United States, Canfora has appeared on television programs such as "Nightline' and "Good Morning America.'
According to Canfora, his presentation "will be highly educational."
"My speech is the production of years of research on student activism he said, extending an invitation to students and faculty members of all political parties to attend the presentation.
Canfora^ presentation will not end his involvement at the University Instead^ Canfora is sponsoring an attempt to link the Progressive Student Organization (PSO) with other student groups across

by John Kohlstrand
reporter

Alan Canfora, one of 13 victims in the 1970 Kent State University
shootings will discuss the history of student activism and its relevance to'society tonight at 8:30 p.m. in 121 West Hall.
"I seek to raise awareness of today's students concerning tne
longstanding tradition of American student activism, and to promote positive social change," Canfora said "We will discuss the unjustified massacres at Kent State and Jackson State (Mississippi), and other places in the past with the hope that
such incidents can be prevented in the future.
During his presentation, Canfora will discuss the
Kent State incident, when the Ohio National Guard
fired 67 bullets into a crowd of anti-war demonstrators in early May. Four student protesters Canfora
were killed, one of which was Canfora's close
friend. Canfora was shot in the wrist.
Since the shootings, he has led the efforts to inform Americans
about the incident and to convince Kent State officials to build a
memorial to the four students slain. Canfora said.

Republican sweep—

Point Counterpoint

BG News/ Paul Vernon

Slate Representative Randy Gardner (right), who was re-elected last
night, and William Fischer. Democratic candidate for state representative, both solicit votes outside the Northeast Commons.

B08U THEATRE PRESENTS

84
Charing
Cross Road
By Helene Hanff
Adapted for the stage by James Roose Evans
A Readers Theatre Production
NOVEMBER 9 12 at 8 P.U
and NOVEMBER 13 at 2 P M
JOE E BROWN THEATRE—University Hall
Allllckets $3
For reservations, call 378-2719

□ Continued from page 1.
my name, they remember I'm a
woman," she said.
Perkins said by the time he
got into the race, he had to catch
up, something he couldn't quite
do. He said the disappointing
thing is how many people helped
in the campaign and the hours
they worked.
"I could never over take her
(Montgomery) lead from the
beginning," he said.
Incumbent State Representative Randy Gardner easily won
the fifth district seat against
Democrat William Fischer.
Gardner was not able to be reached for comment.
Fischer said the election was a
learning experience for him.
"I see today as an opportunity
to learn," Fischer said. " We
will work on political campaigning skills and work on building
the positive things we learned."

He said he hopes to form a Progressive Student Network for the
advocation of issues important to Ohio students.
The presentation is sponsored by the Honors Student Association
as part of the "HSA presents..." series. According to HSA special
events coordinator Dave Gambone, "the purpose of the presentation
is to promote and enhance political awareness to students at Bowlm

Admission to Canfora's presentation is free and open to the public.

Students.
Fischer also said he felt good
because "we ran a positive
campaign and I don't have to
feel like we ran a gutter campaign."
In another clear-cut race for
the Republicans, Assistant
Prosecuting Attorney Alan
Mayberry will become the new
Erosecutor for the county, after
eating Democrat Michaelle
Crowley.
"The voters recognized the
experience I have by being in
the office already," he said of
his win.
_
Mayberry, who spent Tuesday
campaigning on campus, said he
will work to live up to that voter
confidence.
Crowley was unavailable for
comment.
Current county commisssioner Leonard Stevens, a Republican, won his seat again by
a small margin against Democrat Frederick Getz.
"I'll win, but it's a little close

Your Comic Connection is at...

Young's Newsstand
"Don't miss the next issue of your favorite
comie series!" Downtown

for comfort," Stevens said after
two-thirds of the precincts had
been counted.
"The average life of a commissioner is one term and I'll be
starting my third. The problem
is that Tor every one person that
goes away from the commissioners happy, one goes away
mad. It catches up with you," he
said. Getz said running for
commissioner was a pleasant
experience, but he felt the campaign was too long.
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"There are extremes. Some
people really care, some Just
don t vote," Weber said. "I think
college-aged students as a whole
are less informed about events
outside the University and are
not as up-to-date on current
events."
Scott Bush, senior marketing
major and polling volunteer,
said while many students
thought voting would be time
consuming, it was a simple process.
"Voting is a matter of taking a
little extra time to register and
fill out the card," Bush said. "I
volunteered to get an idea of how
the whole voting system operates."
While there were many slow
periods during the 13-hour
workday for polling officials,
there was plenty of work to do.
"We really didn't have that
much free time," said Donald
Moyer, Bowling Green resident
and polling official. "We had to
post the people who voted and
check out front to make sure the
(campaigners) were 100 feet
from the door."

Incumbent Commissioner
Marilyn Baker also came out
ahead in the county commissioner race against Democrat
James Davidson, a University
assistant professor.

"It's tougher to beat an incumbent, and I had that advantage. But the downside is I was
busy with regular work and
didn't have as much time to
campaign," she said. "It would
be terrible to be here losing, but
it's great fun to be winning."
Davidson said he will continue
teaching and at this time he has
no plans to run in another election.
Dr. Douglas Hess completed
"We had some good conversathe Republican rout by winning
the race for county coroner tion and frankly, none of it was
politics," Moyer said.
against Dr. Albert Smith.

School of HP€R
Colorado Ski Trip
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An MBA degree from Ohio State
can bring you greater opportunities,
income, and career challenges. Our
nationally recognized MBA program
offers merit-based financial aid and
has no prerequisites. We enroll both
business and nonbusiness majors.
And many of our graduates have
gone on to jobs with established
leaders like IBM, Goldman Sachs,
AT&T, and Procter St Gamble. For
a free brochure about our programs,
please write or call:

9:00 p.m. Thurs., Nov. 10
€ppler Center Rm. 119

r

Director, MBA Programs
The Ohio State University
112 Hagerty Hall
1775 College Road
Columbus, OH 43210-1399
614-292-8511
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Winner lectures about brain
by Christian Thompson
staff reporter

A University psychology professsor and 1987-88 recipient of the
Distinguished Research Professor Award yesterday discussed Uie
functions of the brain in an address given in honor of his selection for
Jaak Panksepp, the second recipient of the award, delivered a
speech entitled 'The Emotional Brain" to 100 students and professors, given prior to a reception held in his honor in the Kennedy
Green room in the Moore Musical Arts Building.
Panksepp, who became a faculty member in 1972, has been "an influence in creative thinking," on his students, said University President Paul Olscamp, who introduced Panksepp to the audience.
According to Olscamp, students from around the world come to
the University to study under his leadership.
Panksepp divided his address into three sections, discussing areas
of the brain, its function, and completed and on-going research about
During the speech, Panksepp explained that each side of the brain

controls different emotions and functions.
"The left side of the brain is open to language and analytical thinking. It is more computer-like," he said. "The right side is more imaginative, some say it influences dreams ... others say it is the sadder
part of the brain.'*
According to Denise Trauth, assistant dean of the graduate college
and member of the audience, the Panksepp's presentation gave
other members of the faculty a chance to learn about other areas being
studied at the Unviversity.
T
'I think he made an area of science accessible to the layman,"
Trauth said. "It's important to the health of the University that the
faculty know about each others' work."
Panksepp is both internationally and nationally recognized as a
neuroscientist and psychobiologist for his work in the areas of motivation and psychobiology.
"I think it's always nice to be recognized for one's work, especially
by your colleagues," said Panksepp, commenting on his selection as
the award winner earlier this year.
The recipient of the award must be a University professor, be internationally or nationally recognized and is recommended for
selection by a committee of faculty members.

Peace Corps offers diversity
on horseback to schools to teach
by Carol Berry
villagers how to grow essential
reporter
vegetables that were lacking in
their diets," he said.
He also was involved in a ReStressing the diversity of job
experiences, a U.S. Peace Corps forestation Extension in the
representative said students can country.
"Costa Rica has a severe
ease the burden of student
loans and contribute to people in problem with deforestation, as
need by joining the organization. many tropical regions do ... I
David Perry, a Peace Corps taught the community to rerepresentative, will host a film forest public and private lands,"
and information session today at he said.
"The goal of a volunteer is to
noon and tomorrow at 7 p.m. in
the Taft room in the University work with people in need of a
Union to discuss job opportuni- service until there is no longer a
need," Perry said. "A volunteer
ties.
"The programs offered by the tries to develop a self-sustaining
Peace Corps are diverse," project by the time he leaves, so
Perry said. ^There are openings that the people themselves
for positions in education, busi- maintain it.
Following a five-year abness, agricultural cooperations,
Bhysical therapy, and for skilled sence, Perry returned to his
"hometown'' of Pejibaye de
beral arts graduates."
Perry was a Peace Corps vol- Perez Zelidona Costa Rica and
unteer for three an a half years "found the trees I helped them
in Costa Rica. As part of a to plant are doing very well and
Community Garden Extension growing very large.
"The community is still mainfor a rural community he "rode

Campaigns
□ Continued from page 1.
"George Bush took certain
topics and turned them into issues when they really shouldn't
have been," Blaha said.
Deborah Born, county coordinator of the Dukakis/Bentsen
campaign, however, said she
felt some consolation about the
loss because Howard Metzen-

baum won the senatorial race
over George Voinovich, saying
Metenbaum's ideas mirror
those of Dukakis.
"Howard Metzenbaum supports a lot of the same issues as
Dukakis, like education, senior
citizens' issues, women's issues,
and gun control," Born said. "I
think a lot of Dukakis' agenda
will be addressed by Metzenbaum."

taining the plot with much success. Perry said. "To go back
five years later and see a forest
is really something."
Perry said he values the
friendships he established in the
community.
"I really enjoyed village life. I
mingled with people of all age
groups and really got to know
tne fabric of the community," he
said.
"We have a lot to learn from
people in other nations. We too
often have an arrogant view of
our country, but if we look at
their life in general, we can
learn so much from them,"
Perry said.
In addition to the personal
satisfaction gained from volunteer service in the Peace
Corps, Perry said financial
benefits are also available.
Student loans can be deferred
while a volunteer is overseas
and a partial forgiveness of
National Direct Student Loans is
granted to first time borrowers

who applied after July 1, 1987,
Perry said.
"With two years experience as
a volunteer, 30 percent of the
total loan is forgiven. With three
years of volunteering, 50 percent
of the total loan is forgiven, and
70 percent is forgiven with four
years of Peace Corps experience," he explained.
A $4,800 stipend is also awarded after two years of Peace
Corps service is completed.
On Nov. 15, the Peace Corps
will conduct on-campus interviews at the Placement Office,
360 Student Services Building.
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Richard Lovelace, member of
the Phi Beta Sigma fraternity
and panelist, said he believes
hazing is an attitude, depending
on how you interpret it and the
ways in which you choose to
handle it.
"You always have the right to
refuse (to do something) ...
everything we ask the pledges to
do has a purpose — it builds
character, he said.
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D Continued from page 1.
swim teams complained
of excessive hair loss and hair
discoloration.
Terry Parsons, director of the
rec center, said the medical
tests, coupled with previous pool
monitoring, cleared the pool for
its re-opening.
"We're not surprised the test
results showed the quality of air
and water to be within the proper ranges," Parsons said, we
thought maybe the doctors
might have an explanation and
they have told us that there is no
medically-relatedproblem.
"Given that information, we
see no reason to keep the pools
closed any longer, Parsons
said.
Brian Gordon, swim coach,
said he was very happy nothing
was wrong. He said the closings
had adverse effects on the
swimmers' performances in
yesterday's meet in Ann Arbor,
Mich.
"It was really frustrating for
them, not being able to get into
the water and wondering when
they could get back in," Gordon
said.

I
|

"It is important ... a lot of
black students aren't joining
sororities and fraternities because of (hazing)," said Jason
DeSousa, graduate student with
the Office of Minority Affairs.

COUPON
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By definition, hazing is unlawfully mistreating another person.
Although the penalty of hazing
at the University is revocation of
all fraternity/sorority privileges, minority students are still
afraid of joining the Greek
system, as some students indicated at a panel discussion at
the University last week.
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Even though every activity
has a purpose, Renee Groves of
Sigma Gamma Rho and panelist, said she believes a pledge
should think before they do anything.
"You have to use your best
judgment... sometimes it helps
to make you stronger," she said.
One of the most common
requests asked of pledges is to
say the alphabet backwards,
DeSousa said.
While most pledges struggle to
remember "Z" back to "A, the
fraternity brother is looking for
something different. With some
thought, the little brother would
realize that standing with their
back to the person while reciting
the alphabet is the correct answer, DeSousa said.
However, Doug West, president of the new Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity and another panelist, said mental hazing is much
worse than anything that could
be done to a pledge.
"I don't believe those things
build character. You can build
character through involvement
and activities," West said. "If I
tell a pledge to do something I'm
not willing to do, then that's hazing."

by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter
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WE'VE GOT
THE JOB
FOR YOU.
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year experience that will last a litetime.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily
might take years of apprenticeship back home,
volunteers find the career growth they're looking for
and enjoy a unique experience in the developing
world.
International firms and government agencies
value the skills and knowledge mastered during
Peace Corps service.
See the NEW Peace Corps movie
"Let It Begin Here"
filmed this year in Mali, Honduras, and Morocco.
Two Showings!
Nov. 9th
Nov. 10th
12:00 noon
7:00 p.m.
Student Union,
Student Union,
Community Suite Taft Room
On-campus interviews taking place November 15th
1-800-521-8686
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Booters cap disappointing season Falcon tankers fall
Falcons look for win in season finale to UM in Ann Arbor
by Mark Huntebrinker

assistant sports editor

The Bowling Green soccer
team is a perfect example of just
how hard it can be to live up to
expectations. ■
•
The Falcons were tagged with
some lofty labels as they broke
camp this fall. The 1988 season
was to be a banner year for BG,
which returned 17 lettermen
from a club that compiled an
overall record of 12-5 including
wins over long-time nemesis
Cleveland State and national
powerhouse Penn State.
Experience was to propel
them to the program's ultimate
goal, the promised land, the
NCAA tournament. But as BG
heads into today's season finale
against Miami in Oxford at 3
p.m., their record of 8-11 alone
exemplifies expectations have
not quite been met.
The season started in a way
most people anticipated. Impressive wins over Xavier and

St. Bonaventure in the BGSU
Kwik-Goal Classic and a 3-2
overtime Mid-American Conference victory over Central
Michigan had the Falcons off
and flying at 3-0.
But fortunes turned for the
worse as BG took to the road in
the Illinois State Soccer Classic.
Losses to Southern Illinois and
Illinois State in that tournament
started what was to be the beginning of the end to the Falcons' dreams. A loss at Indiana
dropped the booters to 3-3 and
started a skid that eventually
dropped them to 5-10.
BG was trapped in a vicious
circle. Defensive lapses were
putting extra pressure on the
offense to produce goals and
missed scoring opportunities
were making the defensive mistakes stand out.
Whatever the reasons, BG was
simply not doing the things that
led them to a 24-11 record the
last two seasons.
Coupled with the departure of
senior co-captains Kevin

McGrath and Jon Felton, and
promising sophomore forward
Shaun Howe, the Falcons could
have been looking for a way to
disappear until next fall when
they could try it all again.
But just as the Falcons were to
be pronounced dead upon arrival at the end of this soccer
season, missed scoring opportunities have turned into goals
and defensive lapses have
ceased as BG has won three out
of their last four contests.
Head coach Gary Palmisano
said the hard work and adversity his team has displayed
throughout the rocky campaign
is paying off.
Anytime you go through a
season having not played that
poorly, but get bad results, the
players don't see the light at the
end of the tunnel," ne said.
"Winning these games recently
has made the players see the
light in the tunnel. This team
could have packed it in a long
time ago."
Today's match in Oxford will

by Mike Drabenstott
sports reporter

be the last in a Falcon uniform
for seniors Ron Haines (captain), Brian Cook, Tom Kasten,
Dave Scharf, Joey D'Agostino,
Mike Anticoli, and Richard
Lane. This crew has weathered
this season's storm in a positive
way according to Palmisano.
'"The seniors that have stuck it
out have kept things together for
this team, Palmisano said.
"They have been a very positive
influence and have continued to
work hard. They have strived
for success in every challenge
they have come up against."
As for underclassmen Mickey
Loescher, Kyle Royer, Chris
Iantoni, Rob Hunt, and the rest,
the recent revival is an encouraging sign for next season.
"When you have been teaching the same things you have the
past couple of years, it is important these wins help reinforce
what we are trying to teach."
Palmisano said. "Itls especially
important things are coming
together with this team for the
players returning."

The University of Michigan swim teams made
matters even worse for the
Bowling Green tankers
Tuesday afternoon in Ann
Arbor.
In lieu of the recent problems at Cooper Poof, the
Wolverines defeated the
Falcon men and women
13649 and 113-89, respectively.
The Bowling Green men
managed only three firstplace finishes out of 11
events in the meet— Craig
Janeck in the 50 freestyle,
Rich Foster in the 100
freestyle, and Tom Solomon in the 200 breaststroke— while the women
did not capture any.
According to BG head
coach Brian Gordon, the
women's outcome was a
little misleading, while the

men's score was more
realistic.
"The Michigan women
had a big lead in the
middle of the meet and let
up a bit. The Michigan men
were pretty consistent in
racing us," Gordon said.
Whue the Falcons were
not expecting to win the
meet because of MichiSan's superior talent, Goron said he was pleased
that the Wolverines did not
intimidate the BG swimmers or affect their performance.
However, he added that
Cooper Pool's recent closing did have an effect.
"The pool situation did
not affect the final outcome, but it did affect our
final performance. I think
the swimmers were a little
frustrated about the events
of the past week," Gordon
said.

Glcmville not happy with replay system
HOUSTON (AP) - Houston
Oilers Coach Jerry Glanville
said Tuesday he has lost confidence in the NFL's instant re-

play system.
What turned Glanville off was
a controversial end of the first
half of Monday night's 24-17 vic-
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tory over the Cleveland Browns.
Glanville said the Browns ran
a key third-down play from the
Oilers' 11-yard line using 12
players ami it went undetected.
"We need to get somebody to
wake up and quit eating a hot
dog or doing something in the
press box on a play that crucial
with 12 men on the field," Glanville said.
The Oilers were leading the
Browns 7-3 when Browns fullback Kevin Mack gained five
yards to the Oiler six-yard line

- 1984 GOLDEN RIB AWARD WINNER*
-1985 GOLDEN RIB AWARD WINNER*
-1985 PEOPLES CHOICE AWARD WINNER*
-1987 PEOPLES CHOICE AWARD WINNER*
•NORTHWEST OHIO RIB-OFF COMPETITION

in the final minute of the first
half.
Glanville said the Browns had
two running backs, two tight
ends and two wide receivers on
the field for the play.
The Browns ran three more
plays without scoring before the
half ended.
"I've changed my entire feeling on the instant replay,"
Glanville said. "If you can't find

TOM CRUISE
TfiK€ TH€
SHORT UJfiLK
DOWNTOWN

12 men on the field, what can you
find, so why have it?"
Glanville said when he complained to the field officials as
the half ended, "They said I was
crazy which I may be, but sometimes I'm right, too."
The Browns didn't purposely
have 12 players on the field,
Glanville said, but tried to cover
up the infraction by not calling a
time out to try a field goal.
"I don't think Cleveland ran
the 12 men intentionally because
as soon as they got the first
down, he (12th player) slithered
off to the side." Glanville said.
"I think (Coach) Marty
(Schottenheimer) realized if
they called a time out, the play

YOU BE THE JUDGE
1414 E. WOOSTER

TONIT€ AT 7:15 - 9:15

353-8735

was backing up."
The Oilers came back in the
third quarter, blocked an NFL
record-tying fifth punt of the
season and took a 21-3 lead.
The halftime theatrics had
nothing to do with Houston's
surge, Glanville said.
"We didn't need to get any
more fired up," he said.
The Oilers took a 14-3 lead
after linebacker Johnny Meads
broke through and blocked a
punt by Cleveland's Max Runager at the Browns 30-yard line.
Mike Rozier later scored on a
3-yard run.
The Oilers now share the NFL
team record of five blocked
punts in a season with four other
teams.

St-e «($ Neuia: flour source far catnpua news

Seniors?
Which group are you in?

Those pictured in the 1989 KEY.

?

i

i

o
Those not.

Don't be a blank spot in your classmates' memories!!

Appointments are filling fast! Don't be left out!
Call 372-8086 to make your appointment today with immortality

ISNtw!

BG's McDonald hitting hard
But still not satisfied with performance on the field
by Andy Woodard
sports editor
Dal McDonald says he's not a
nist. But after listening to the Bow_
sophomore assess his play, it's hai
lieve he's not.
The inside linebacker is
the Falcons' fourthleading tackier on the year
with 79 total (46 solo, 33 assists). But he is still not
content.
"You're never totally
pleased. Not ever. You
never have a perfect
game,"
McDonald said. McDonald
B
I*ve been happy lately
because I've been playing
better than I did at the beginning of the
season.
"But still, there are a lot of times that I
miss a tackle or get knocked (down)."
Are you a perfectionist?
"I don't know what a perfectionist is. But I
do know that I don't like missing tackles or
WUUiUil t gO ow mi no w a*»j •■■*.•.

Although McDonald has been playing well
of late, he could have been even better at this
point, according to Bowling Green head
coach Moe Ankney.
McDonald's season was set back some
when he spent three weeks at nose guard
early in the year. Ankney moved him there
before the week of the Toledo game (Sept.

24) to help shore up what was one of the
worst defenses in school history.
"If we could have kept him at linebacker
for the whole year, he'd be farther ahead
now," Ankney said. "But we put him at nose
guard and we feel that slowed up his progress some.
.
"Now that we have him back there, he's
Silaying really well. And the thing is, he enoys playing football. You can really tell that
when he's on the field."
McDonald doesn't agree that the move set
him back. Instead, he saw the move as an
opportunity
to improve.
fi
When I came back (to linebacker) it
made it seem like I was fresher," he said. "I
started doing things more like last year."
McDonald said nis freshman season was
different, especially pressure-wise.
"I came in and looked at all the big names
and was kind of overwhelmed," said
McDonald, who made 35 tackles that year to
finish 15th on the squad.
Looking around the defensive huddle, all
McDonald saw were stars, namely All MidAmerican Conference standouts Joe Foley,
John Hunter, Greg Johnson and Kyle
Kramer. Those guys were the leaders - all
McDonald had to do was follow.
However, this year has been different.
With defensive back Kramer the only bigname player returning on defense, Ankney
named McDonald to call the defensive signals on the field.
"The coaches and players both look at him
for leadership, even though he is a younger
guy," Ankney said. "He's always enthusiastic and intense. That's why he's a

leader on the field."
But McDonald said it hasn't been that easy
to stay motivated.
When the Falcons lost their first five
games and the defensive unit was on a MACrecord pace for points allowed, McDonald
said it was tough.
"It didn't feel good. All of that was happening and it got me down because we weren't playing well as a team," the accounting
major said? "I felt most of it was my fault,
but I knew I had to just keep on playing
hard."
Duane Crenshaw, who starts at the other
inside linebacker spot, said McDonald never
gave up early on.
"He nelps me out in there and you know
he'll always be in position," Crenshaw said.
"He just always works hard."
McDonald said hard work was something
he learned in high school (Beliefontaine),
when he won three-straight conference
championships. He was named all-league
three times and also earned all-district and
all-state honors.
In addition to playing football, McDonald
also lettered in wrestling and track.
But all those individual accolades are behind him now. As the BG season draws to a
close, McDonald said he would like to help
the Falcons win their last game — at home
Saturday against Eastern Michigan.
"We did lose a lot at the beginning, but we
had a tough schedule. Those big losses at the
beginning got people down. But we're back
onlrack now," McDonald said. "And for me,
I'd like to get a few tackles (Saturday) because I do miss a few now and then."
Just goes to show that he's never satisfied.

Canseco named player of year
NEW YORK (AP) - Jose
Canseco, the first major leaguer
to hit 40 homers and steal 40
bases in one season, was selected The Associated Press Player
of the Year Tuesday.
The Oakland right fielder
received 14U4 votes from a
Eanel of sportswriters and
roadcasters. Los Angeles righthander Orel Hershiser was runner-up with 13 votes followed by
Minnesota's Kirby Puckett with
five votes and Boston's Mike
Greenwellwith4%.
"It means a lot because it
shows the improvement I've
made between 1988 and 1988,"

said Canseco, who was married
earlier this month.
Not that 1986 and '87 were all
that bad.
Canseco hit .240 in 1986 with 33
homers and 117 runs batted in en
route to the American League
Rookie of the Year award. In
1987, he had 31 homers and 113
RBI.
This season, it all came
together as Canseco led the
majors with 42 homers and 124
RBI while hitting .307.
The American League charts
17 different offensive categories
and Canseco ranked in the top 10
in 12 of them.

VanDe
Walle
wins 100th
Bowling Green head volleyball coach Denise Van De Walle,
currently in her sixth year at the
helm of the Falcon volleyball
program, won her 100th game
Tuesday night as the spikers
defeated the University of Dayton 15-9.15-12.15-5 in Dayton.
The win also extended BG's
win streak to five games and
raised their overall record to
13-12. The Flyers dropped to
22-12.
The Falcons travel to Toledo
Nov. 18-19 to participate in the
Can-Am Tournament.

"I don't think I had a bad
drought except for an O-for-20.
And even when I was O-for-20.1
was hitting the ball well, so the
key was staying consistent,"
said Canseco, who led the Athletics to their first AL pennant
since 1974.
Canseco has homered more
times in his first three full
seasons (106) than anyone but
Eddie Mathews (112) and Joe
DiMaggio(107).
His 111 career homers, including five after a late-season callup in 1985, are the lOth-highest
total for a player at the end of

NORTHWEST OHIO
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT

BUSINESS

PEBBLE BEACH, Calif.
(AP) — Jack Nicklaus, suffering from a degenerative
back condition, said Tuesday
he will seek further medical
advice before he decides
whether he can play golf in
tournaments again.
"I can't play the way I am.
I've got to make up my mind
what I'm going to do," Nickla us said.
A Magnetic Resonance
Imaging examination conducted By Dr. Bruce Waxman
at St. Mary's Hospital in West
Palm Beach, Fla., on Monday
confirmed a disc problem in
Nicklaus'lower back.
"The strain caused by the
constant lower back stress of
a golf swing has caused a
degenerative problem,"
Waxman said In a prepared
statement.
The tests "gave me a fairly
definitive idea of what is
there and where it is," Nicklaus said by telephone from
his home in Lost Tree Village,
Fla.
"The next step is to get
opinions from other specialists in several different fields
on whether surgical procedures are advisable at this
time," the 48-year-old Nicklaus said.
"I want to get three
different opinions from three
different specialists. Then I'll

immediate
Housing Openings
Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

What:

MINORITY CAREER SEARCH EXPERIENCE

When:

Monday November 14,1988

Time:

3:00 p.m.

Where:

Community Suite (University Union)

Featuring:

Career Insights, Co-op and
Internship opportunities and
job search advice will be
offered by professionals

Registration: Contact Office of
Minority Student Activities
for more information.

If you're little
Come to our "Small Sale"
For BIG SAVINGS!
Red-ticketed clothes up to

weigh the risks and rewards
and see where we go from
there," said Nicklaus, the
most successful player golf
has known.
At best, he said, "I'll be
able to play like Jack Nicklaus used to play."
At worst?
"I'm done. That's possible.
But that's always the worstcase scenario.
"But I don't expect that. I
don't think that's what they're going to say."
There is no specific timetable for consultations with an
orthopedic surgeon, a neurosurgeon and an expert in
arthoscopic surgery, Nicklaus said.
"It could take several
days," said Larry O'Brien,
vice president for public relations for Nicklaus' Golden
Bear International, Inc.
In the meantime, three
events he is scheduled to play
later this year "are on hold,"
O'Brien said. Those are the
Skins Game in La Quinta, Calif., later this month, the Bicentennial Tournament in
Australia and the Chrysler
Team Championship in Florida, both in December.
Nicklaus, whose last victory was a dramatic triumph
in the 1966 Masters, has a history of back problems dating
back at least 10 years.

ATTENTION!
Pre-Physical Therapy Majors
Physical therapy students from MCO will
be on campus to answer your questions.
When: Tuesday, November 15, 1988
7:00-9:00 p.m.
Where: Room 111 South Hall
Feel free to drop in at the beginning or
after class.

Preferred Properties

HOWARD'S club H

835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. - Fri.

NO COVER

210 N. MAIN

Phil Guy

*♦♦.**** **********

&

FRED GETZ

The Chicago
"HOT"BLVES
FROM CHICAGO

Would like to
THANK YOU
FOR YOUR
SUPPORT

Thursday - Saturday
Nov. 10 • 12
* Every Thursday 10-11:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast on 88.1 WBGU

Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant
11232 Elm. Ounb'ldae. OH 4341'
P. G«R. Ireas

Band updates on BG 5

*****************

ALL EDUCATION MAJORS
PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH
FALL SEMESTER, 1989
OR
SPRING SEMESTER 1990
You are required to attend
a sign-up and information meeting:
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1988
COMMUNITY SUITE, UNIVERSITY UNION

75% OFF
Mostly small sizes
Some medium and large sizes

MEETINGS AT:

8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 a.m.
1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STARTS NOV. 9th

Student Services Building
Mon.-Fri. 8-5:00 Sat. 9-5:00

ATTEND ONE MEETING

%

Injury may force
Nicklaus to retire

the year in which he turned 24.
The other nine players are in the
Hall of Fame.
Mel Ott, who already played
eight seasons, had 176 at Canseco^ age. All -time leader Henry
Aaron had 140 en route to his record 755.

NovOTibtr 9,19B8

ATTEND ONE MEETING

DOO

ATTEND ONE MEETING

Classifieds

•

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
••Tle»anSweatwh»Sete"
Do your Chnetmea shopping eerty end buy en
Mm Sweetshirt al me Union 1000-400
Wednesday. Nov 9 Price is only $14 Don!
(MM OUt'

• Attention Al Education Meiors ■
A C E Meeting on Thure
Nov 10. mm 305 Moeeley et 8:30
Hope to see you there
•Door Prize'

Attention Tour Guides'
WHAT: Tour Guide Group Picture lor the Yearbook
WHEN: 7 15 PM Wednesday. November 16m
WHERE: Marble steps Inside UniversltyHal
Put on your 'happy face' and meet Inside
Untveraity Hal at 7:00 PM!
Please drees In Tour Guide attire (Professiona-

Focus on Business and Industry Careers'
TODAY 3 30 PM
Alumni Room. Union

ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJORS:
COMETOTHE0SE A WORKSHOP
A VOYAGE TO NEWMOBIZONS
NOV S(SAT)10:O0AM-4:15PM
VARIETY Of SPEAKERS ON PROFESSIONAL
AND PERSONAL TOPICS
REGISTRATION FROM OCT. 3 - OCT. 24
SEA YOU THERE

M

.

LOST t* FOUND
LOST A PAIR OF WOMEN'S GLASSES IN
BLACK CASE BETWEEN HANNA AND WEST
HALLS REWARD IF FOUND PLEASE HELP
ME OR MY DAD WILL KILL ME CALL ANN.

ATTENTION
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS ORGANIZATION
IIROI
Muling tonight at 7 30 in 204 Mosefey

Take a class that slows you to experience what
you study VsW Washington D C tNa spring
break to explore the phenomena of poverty and
racism and solutions For more inlormation cal
Bill Thompaon and-or Pam Boehm at
352-7534

Bretnaus Thursday
Legal Joint SI 00
ALL NIGHT LONG
CONGRATS TO TERRY MANGOLD FOR BE—0. PHI KAPPA TAU ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
DELT X-COUNTRY TEAM
Congrats m Fraternity croaa-country - taking
positions 1 2. 3. 4 and 9i TWO years In a row
and running!

LOST AMBER 50S STYLE SUNGLASSES
PRESCRIPTION LENSES CALL KIM AT

'"Cease *•»•••
ALANCANFORAII
•••Come *—•"
ALANCANFORAII!
•••Come *•»•••
ALANCANFORAII

372-2497

BOWLING GREEN
COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS
Come and Hear Jim Degue Speak
on Wednesday. November 9
at 7 00 PM
in 133 Life Science

Lost Brown wire-rimmed glasses on Oct. 22. If
lound please cat Katie al 353041 7
LOST Gold cham with gold pendant on Tues
11-1 between East Merry and BAbuildmg Reward il found Please cal 353-3782-n has sen
timental value'
Lost Gold guys desa ring from John Glenn
H S Class ol 1988 Extreme sentimental value H found ptoeae cal 372-4114
LOST Large blue winter coal Large reward
Ca»23187 No questions asked

EASTERN MICHIGAN VS BOWLING GREEN
LIVE MAC FOOTBALL ACTION on 88 I FM
12 00 Anheuser-Busch Pregame Stio* 12:30
Kickotf
On BO'S SPORTS LEADER ti.1 FM WBGU
EXPERIENCE A PUB CRAWL
STUDY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF EAST ANGLIA NORWICH ENGLAND INFO SESSIONS
NOV 18 30. DEC 7. 411 SOUTH HALL 7 30
PM OR CALL INT'L PROGRAMS 372-2247
EARN15BG CREDIT HOURS
FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
MEETING NOV. 9 6:00 McFALL ASSEMBLY
ROOM
WE ARE WHAT YOU MAKE US
SPANISH CLUB MEETING
211 SOUTH HALL
7 PM
TONIGHTM

Reward Losl mint green coat at Rec 10-31
Patches on sleeve and mesh in places It found
please cal 372-1742 or 354-1197 No questions asked

RIDE NEEDED TO PITTSBURGH
THIS WEEKEND CALL 353-4754

Attention MEN
olB.Q.S.U.III
It's
PATTY WEISBARTH'S
21 si Birthday!
She's available
She's hoi
Please buy her a shot
She's willing
She's able
She'll be under the table
So look for her
She'll be herd to miss
So do here favor
And give her e kiss
Attention al Students
interested in a career
in business and industry
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
Attend FOCUS ON BUSINESS AND INOUSTRY
3:30 PM today Alumni Room. Union

SERVICES OFFERED

AXO ' MELANIEKATONA • AXO
Congratulations on being chosen as the 1988
Sigma Chi Pledge Class Sweetheart
Love, your AXO sisters

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
$15.00
UnlQraphlcs
211 West Hell 372-7418

The 4th ANNUAL
COMPUTERFESTIVAL
SUNDAY-NOVEMBER 13. 1988
8:30 AM to 4 30 PM
MASONIC GREAT HALL
4845 Heatherdowns • Toledo. Ohk)

After his whirlwind tour ol the netherworld with
Jimi Henorix, John Lermon and Jim Morrison,
ELVISw* make an appearance on the BGSU
campus tonight Is it testy him?

AXO-WE LOVE OUR PLEDGES'AXO
AXO-WE LOVE OUR PLEDGES'AXO
AXO" WE LOVE OUR PLEDGES" AXO
Abortion, Morning After Treetment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center lor Choice II
Toledo, OH 256-7769

The Center lor Academic Options wll conduct
National Student Exchsnge into sessions ma
week in the Center Come and learn how you
can attend one ol over 80 U S coUegea tor a
year or a term, pay no out-of-state lees, and
experience a unique adventure! Info, session
schedule Nov 9m at 3 30 and Nov 10th at
2:30 CAP 372-8202

BE AN ORIENTATION LEADER'
APPLICATIONS DUE NOVEMBER 18
405 STUDENT SERVICES

For el your typing needs
A-Z Data Center

BE AN ORIENTATION LEADER1
APPLICATIONS DUE NOVEMBER 18
405 STUDENT SERVICES

352-5042
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For aH your shipping needa
Federal Express. UPS
A-Z DATA CENTER 352-6042

The International Festival tickets on sale now.
Nov 9,6:30 ■ 9 PM University Ha* hallway

Need A Paper Typed?
Word Processing tor personal or business use
Cal Linda at 354-2667 Leave Messaoe

Tune in to Bowling Greens SPORTS Leader
UVE CCHA HOCKEY FRI4 SAT at 7 25
MICHIGAN STATE VS BOWLING GREEN
FPJSSATal 7:26 on 84.1 FMWSQU

Papers Typed Anytime
372-6793

BE AN ORIENTATION LEADER'
APPLICATIONS DUE NOVEMBER 18
406 STUDENT SERVICES
BO PROM
All Public Relations Makxal
Join us every Wedneedey
at 9:00 PM In 316 West Halllll

Extras needed lor student lilm It available between 4 PM and 5 PM on Set Nov 12 please
cal 372-5893
Extraeneeded lor student hen II available between 4 PM end 5 PM on Set Nov 12 please
cal 372 5693
From Iryera and forma to newsletters end kvrter
head, we've got whet you need to look SUPER
on paper! See ua lor al your TYPESETTING
NEEDS! Klnko'a 354-3977
HSA PRESENTS
ALAN CANFORA
Speaker on Student Activism
Wednesday. November 9. at 8 30 PM
121 West Hal
Free Admission"
HSA Thanks al organizations that are
helping cosponaor the Alan Canfora visit
Beet Western Falcon Plaza Motor Inn
Center lor Environmental Programa
Ethnic Sfudlee Department
Hialory Department
Honors Program
Peace Coaltlon
Phi Eta Sigma
Sigma Phi Epslon
Social Justice Committee
Theta Chi Fraternity
University Activtltea Organization
University Programmers CouncJ
HYATT REQENCY-HILTON HEAD and SHERATON 8Tt>a»BOAT. 8TEAMB0AT SPRINGS,
CO. wHI be on campus looking for students
Interested In working Spring 19»0. Contact
the Cc-op Office at 172-2461 or atop by 218
Admin for more Information.
Inlerealed in being a Student WeHness Peer
Advisor lor 1989-90? AppHcatlone are now a
vsixttxs Cal 372-8302 or visit the Weir 220
Student Health Center
KJsha Tommy
We've al recovered from Friday ntte
Those qua* 2 hours were such a bite
We |uat have one thing we'd Hke to tel
Remember paybacks are HELL'
LoveYa.
The gate lorm apt. 1
PS 'Thanks lor the extra speclel birthday hat 4
hornet
P.P.S. fash, watch that water, II comes out a bit
strong!
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MKhael,
Thanks for taking me away this weekend and
doing nothing. I wlah we could afford to do nothing al the time.
Mike Orabenetal:
Who waa that once deed, caped singer you
were talking lo yesterday?
NATIONAL CAREER
DEVELOPMENT WEEK
Focus on Business t Industry Careen
Wedneedey. November 9
3:30 pm. Alumni Room, Union

I

\

Female roommele needed to subleaae lor
spring semester Eest Merry apt $590 lor
semester plus gas & electric Cal Cathy at
352-9338
__
Female lo sublease apl lor spring asm 2
bdrm -2 bam. spacious Please cal 352-3181
after 5 OO-leave message will return cal
NEED A NEW PLACE! Dec. Ored. seeks female auWeeaer. Second SI. apl Cell Teresa
at 364-1173
NEED MALE ROOMMATE 2 BR. APT. IMMEDIATELY 1142.50 A MO. CALL 2-4841 AFTER
10PM ONLY

SAM B'S SPECIALS
•SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER $5 95
" HALF PRICE ON MIXED DRINKS t
APPETIZERS 3-6 PM DAILY
•FRESH. HOMEMADE SOUP. SALAD.
ROLL AND BUTTER $2 96
■ APPETIZERS HALF-PRICE 9-10 PM
Downtown BG at 146 N Mam

Needed 1 female roommele to sublease lor
sprmg semester Located at Theta Chi house
no deposits Cal 354 2471
One male or female to subteese for spring
semester Furnished apartment and close lo
campus m Ridge Manor Apartments Cal Ed
363-7722 or call Greenbnar 352-071 7
One male roommate lor spring semester 815
Eighth St Cal 353-3639. Sieve

SKI CLUB
Last 'Happy Hours' ol the semester"
Soft Rock Cele. 6 30 PM. Tonite
Featuring. Hek-High
Exataekl
25 mm. each of pure skiing
from Australa to Snowbird. Utah
Ski Ya There

Wanted 1 female roommate needed for spring
semester $545 per semester Cal 353 1877
Wanted: One lemale roommate needed to sublease lor Sprlng---Close to Campus.
353-4079
Wanted Remale roommate to share big house
AvaiMbie Nov 5. $125 a mo Pay harl ol unities Cal 352-4962 Irom 7 30 - 3:00 or
353-6654 after 3:00

The sisters ol Alpha Delia Pi congratulate Pal
Warren of Sigma Cta and Karen Gardner ol Alphe Gamma Delta tor being crowned the Diemond King and Queen of the ADPI Sottbel
Tourney
^_^_^^^_^^___

HELP WANTED

To Ml participants of the ADPI Sottbel Tourney
Unfortunately, the weatherman didn't cooperate Slay tuned and we'l see you al swlngm'
in the SPRING'
___

80 OPENINGS
NEED EXTRA CASH"'
OPPORTUNITIES IN
FACTORY. CLERICAL. SECRETARIAL. ASSEMBLY
and others
NEVER A FEE
PART TIME end FULL TIME
YOUR CHOICE OF SHIFTS
For your convenience AIM TEMPORARIES
Wil be accepting appecationa on Wed Nov 9
at the Beet Western Falcon Ptaia Hotel
1450 Eaat Wooaler 9 00-3 30 PM
(Bring 2 ID'a) ' NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Tune m to Boweng Green's SPORTS Leader
UVE CCHA HOCKEY FRI & SAT al 7 25
MICHIGAN STATE VS BOWLING GREEN
FRI i SAT at 7:25 on 68.1 FM WBGU
UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE
MEN'S WRESTUNGNOV. 9; M. W 3 PLAYER
BASKETBALL NOV 17
WANTED A white van for use m e student llm
Wiling to pay $25 for one day's use Cat
372-5693
What doee It take to get a atep aheed? An In
lemehlp In your field m Weahfnglon DC Earn
12-15 credit hours, housing is provided summer, fal or spring term Contact the Center lor
Academic Options. 231 Admm 2-8202

WANTED
1 female non-smoking roommate needed to
share house very close to csmpua--avail lor
spring semester Cal 353 7407
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SU
BLEASE FOR SPRING SEMESTER $ 112 50 A
MO 353-2400
_^_____
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE FOR SPRING SEMESTER $112 50 A
MO 353-3675
I FEMALE RMTE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE
VILLAGE GREEN APT FOR SPRING CALL
MARY ANN AT 353-3997
1 male roommate wanted to subleeeo apt lor
spring semester. 2 bedroom $140 per month
plus electric Please cal Shawn 353-4146
1 non-amoking female to aublaaas Esst Merry
apartment lor Spring aemeeter Furnished
$143 a month. Please call 353-6054
1 roommate needed to sublet furnished
apartmnnt for spring semester. Close to campus on High and Scott Hemmon Low utmtiea
and rent Css 353-5850 lor details
2

FEMALE

ROOMMATES E
WOOSTER
SPRING 89
CALL MARIA OR GRETCHEN 353-1296

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES WANTED FOR
SPRING SEMESTER. $128 A MONTH

353-3939
2 females to subleaae apt spring '89 $146 a
mo. plus etsc. Close to campus For more mlo
cal Lisa 353-3748
COOL roommate needed to share trailer aval
Dec. let. $200 a mo md utll No Lease' No
smokers please' 353-4625

Clairol

Have we shot you yet?

Female roommates needed lo share spacious 2
bedroom opt lor spring sem Reasonable Rent
Cal 353-5649

PHI TAU HOCKEY AND FOOTBALL PLAYOFF BOUND - BEST OF LUCK!

EXPERIENCE A PUB CRAWL
STUDY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF EAST ANGUA NORWICH ENGLAND INFO SESSIONS
NOV 16. 30. DEC 7,411 SOUTH HALL 7 30
PM OR CALL INT'L PROGRAMS 372-2247
EARN15BG CRESIT HOURS

n

"Where people reach new heights"
«

Wednesday, November 9,1988

The KEY is currently taking group pictures of
organizations and greeks for The 1989 yearbook.

ACTIVITIES DIRECTORS NEEDED
NOW INTERVIEWING lor the summer ot 19891
Need a summer K>b? Don't wait lil the leet
minute' Our campground. Yogi Beer's Jetyetone Camo Resort, la looking lor 2 creature,
outgoing persons to coordinate 6 direct activtlles for a temay camping resort Location: Aurora. OH 5 mHea from Sea World ol Oreo and
Qeeuge Lake Park Experience preferred but
not a moat LMng facilities provided II interested, send resume to Jelystone Camp Resort. 3392 SR 82 Mantua. OH 44255
ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(Men 5 Women)
The Toledo Electrical Joint Apprentlceahip and
Tralrang Committee wil be accepting applications for apprenticeship Irom November 7,
1988 through November 18, 1884. Applications will be available at the Apprentlceahip
Training Center, 403 Lime Crty Road, Roseford, Ohio (behind Local 8) tram 1:00 p.m. to
S:00 p.m„ Monday through Friday. II you are
at least 18 yeers ol age. have successfully
completed one year ot high school algebra or a
poet high school algebra course, have s high
school diploma or GE0 and are m good health.
you Qualify to apply for said Program. YOU
MUST APPLY IN PERSON. Recruitment, selection, employment and training ol apprentlcea ia
done without discrimination due lo race, religion, color, national origin or sen
Get Your Foot in the Door1 PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES that bring the Interviews
Don't take chances on ktaa -WE DO IT RIGHT'
Klnko's 354-3977
LIFEGUARDS
Get your summer fob lined up now' Head Ufaguard-rate based on experience Lifeguards si
ahrmvSs per hr II inlerealed. contact: JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT. 3392 SR 82.
Mantua. OH 44265 [near See World olOWol
MR SPOTS WANTS YOU'
3 new driver positions available Start Immediatery-appty In person-between 2:00 4 5:00
PM Must have own car
Need extre cash lor the hoUday?
Highly motivated energetic Individuals needed
to fH waller, waft-sea. floor walker and cashier
positions, st a high energy nightclub. Car pooling evaaable Good way to earn extra money
Apply et Buttons. Tues thru Sun. after 8 30
PM
RESORT HOTELS. Cruiaelnes. AWnee, 4
Amusement Parka. NOW accepting appkcattona for summer lobs Internships, and career
positions For more information and an appltcatton: write National Collegiate Recreation Servico: PO Box 8074. Htlon Head SC 29938

A career opportunity presentation

L7 p.m. Business Adminstration Building
Room 1007

Nov»inb4>r •, MM

Female needed to sublease Thud Street house
Spring Semester Own Bedroom Contact
353 7717 il interested GREAT LOCA1ION'

t from BO. but you cen't afford
R? Wei hara'a the answer Attend a National
Student Exchange into session m the Center
for Academic Options this week Find out how
you can go to school at one ol over 83 U.S. colleges, pay no out-of-stete feee, and experience an adventure' Schedule lor sessions
Nov. 9m at 3 30 and Nov 1 om at 2.30 CAO.
231 Admm EUOg 372-8202

ELVIS DOES MOE TOWN
ELVIS DOES MOETOWN
ELVIS DOES MOETOWN

DAVID HARRIS

SOCICDV

NATIONAL CAREER
DEVELOPMENT WEEK
Career Options for Education Melors
INVESTIGATE ALTERNATIVES
Thursday. November 10
11 30 AM. Oreo Suite. Union

EASTERN MICHIGAN VS BOWLING GREEN
UVE MAC FOOTBALLACTION on 88 1 FM
12:00 Anheuaer Busch Pregame Show 12:30
Klckofl
On BO'S SPORTS LEADER Ml FM WBGU

353-5357

BGSU Economics Club Wed Nov 9tn 7 30
PM m 300 Mosefey Guest speaker: Dr. Cherlei Chlttle on the Economics ol Inlemationel
Trade. Non-members welcome1

'

Brathaus
Tonight and every Wedneedey
Kam4uui$1 00
ALL MIGHT LONG

PERSONALS

WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Organizes Special Dlwali Celebrations
on 9m Nov 88 at International Lounge
4th Floor South Ha» at 7 00 PM
Be there to enjoy anad have fun

One Oey Only

BGSU DOWNHILL SKI TEAM
Meeting Tuesday Nov 1S
SPMrm I02BA
More Into Can Ken et 353-3797

SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION
PRESENTS
DrWAU' - An Indian Festival
ol Lights
Exotic aweets and relreahments provided
7 PM. Nov 9 - Wed at International
Lounge (411 South HaHI
A4 are welcomed'

MN«wi

II

Subway Sandwiches currently has en opening
lor 3 part time poamona Help needed before
and during Holiday season Apply In person
Appacstions being laken Nov B-10.

FOR SALE

There are limited spaces available for group shots, so act now
to reserve a spot In the book.

international

Festival

'8 8

1988 Chevy Cavalier PS. P-B. AM-FM Casaette, Car Alarm, Rear window delroet, in greet
shape Cal 458-3182

To meet our deadline, all photos must be taken before
Thanksgiving!

Coupon Book
S75neootlable
172-6782 Andrea

Call Amy at The KEY, 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.

FOR SALE 1981 Voeiswagon Jetta MetaHc
blue-no rust, good condroon 41100 cat Dan

Be a part of The 1989 KEY1

353-2839

- a global village Savor ethnic foods as the world entertains.

The Bowling Green State University
Board of Student Publications
is now accepting
applications for
EDITOR
of

THE BG NEWS

Sat. 12 Nov, 7:00 p.m.
NE Commons/ Amani Rm

Qleaees found near Education building Blue
case Contact Lisa 353-2853
Hey-lntereated m buying Mary Kay Cosmetics?
It so-Cal Me' Dentae 353-4178 Great
Chrtstmea gifts Cal today'
New lotus etec guitar with hardshell case and
new peavey atudto pro ampefler Excellent condition $1400 new. but wil sal lor $500 or
beet otter 372-5428

$2 donation per person.
Partial proceeds go to Save The Children Fund
Tickets dVJtUbrt

FOR RENT
706 Second St Apt A
2 bdrm turn apt available immediately
Cal John Nevrtove Real Estate
364-2260

Univ. Hall
Mon 7 Nov. 9-5 pill
VVd9Nov.6JMp.rii

December Graduate needa 1 femele roommale) to sublease apt. Jen through May.
Close to campus (2nd and High). Call
364-4722 before 11 PM

Infl loonge (4th Fir South Hjtl)
Mon 7No».2:3W:»p.m.
IKK W Nov. 2)W:» p.m.

Need 1 male roommate to subleaae house with
4 other guys Own room $103 per month plus
utl Cef 353-7358 or 353-6328 Immediele
possession

for spring semester 1989
Applications Available At: 214 West Hall
Deadline: 5 p.m., November 22

1983 Audi 4000 S 4 door, 5 speed, sunroof.
ek, runs good. Good condmon Must sea
352-0431 after 5 PM

world

Student

Association

SINGLE PERSON APT FOR SUBLEASE DEPOSIT PAID! AVAL IMMEDIATELY ACROSS
FROM CAMPUS
CALL DEB
HOME
353-3781. WORK 372-8966

